
Mounting a Garmin Zumo XT on the 2018+ Goldwing 
 
Anyone who has, or knows someone who has, a 2018+ Goldwing, knows how useless the built-
in GPS is.   (And from what I can tell – it’s even worse than the earlier GL1800 GPS’s.)   I’ve 
worked and worked with Honda (when they will talk to me) and the local dealer – and I have 
yet to find anyone who knows more than I do about the GPS (which isn’t a lot, but more then 
they do.)  And, if you go online – you get the same results.  It works for limited functions, but 
not for most of my needs – and CERTAINLY not for my MARC needs – with many waypoints and 
many routes.  I have not even found a way to load more than a single waypoint.   I have 
successfully (mostly) loaded a route – by creating it in the online Honda tool (even importing 
from a Basecamp .gpx file to the Honda tool and then saving it out.)  But that’s limited as well.  
And not terribly reliable once it’s on the bike. 
 
Some time ago I bought the Zumo XT – made specifically for motorcycles and, by far, the best 
they’ve done for bikes.   I reviewed this Zumo sometime in the past. It’s a moderately large 
screen (not automobile large) and an extremely readable display in any light – best I’ve seen in 
any Garmin I ever used. 
 
Up until now I’ve been mounting the XT on a RAM mount on the left handlebar using the Ram 
mount that attaches to the two screws for the clutch housing (which, btw, is not an option on 
the DCT since there’s no clutch.)   However, I’ve bought a number of upgrades from Traxxion 
Dynamics (notably the “quick change” trunk removal kit).  They released a mount for the front 

panel above the main 
display, but won’t even 
include instructions – 
because it’s an 
“advanced mechanic” 
installation.  (“If you 
need instructions, it’s 
too difficult for you.”)    
But, having looked at 
what they did and 
another look at my bike, 
I decided to make a 
jump to do my own 
installation using a 
standard RAM mount. 
 

To do this – you have to commit to drilling 4 little holes and 1 larger one in the panel 
underneath the windshield.   Once you’ve accepted that, the rest is not hard.   Certainly doesn’t 
entail a significant disassembly of the bike as in the Traxxion install.   Not quite as clean as 
theirs, but still pretty clean. 
 
In originally mounting the Zumo on the handlebar, I used a Garmin down-converter – from 12v 
to 5v (you can easily buy the same thing on Amazon).  The XT (unlike some earlier Zumo 
models) only uses power to the mount – 2 wires.   So, I mounted the converter under the seat 
and ran a two-wire low voltage cable (think USB – because that’s essentially what it is) up to the 



handlebars.   I used a waterproof connecter near the mount so I could easily remove the mount 
when desired.   That paid off for this new installation. 
 
For this installation – I removed the windshield (really easy), determined where I wanted the 
Garmin base mount and drilled the holes for the mount.   I used some black sheet metal type 
screws (you can’t get under the panel for nuts) which should be sufficient.  But if I find them 
coming loose, I’ll replace them with the same kind of pushpins Honda uses all over the bike. 
 

Next, I drilled another hole next to the mount, large 
enough to push the waterproof connector through 
(slightly larger than 3/16.)  Then, push the connector 
through and connect 
with the other end.  (I 
have about 10” of 
cable from the mount 
– that’s enough to 
make the 
connection.). Then, 
pull the mount/cable 
back up and mount it 
to a RAM long arm 
with the Amps plate 

and Garmin mount on the end.   Seat the grommet with the 
cable in the hole.  Tie everything down underneath so you 
don’t have any chance of snagging the wire with the front 
suspension and that’s it.  Remount the windshield and your 
ready to go.  
 
One thing to note – the bottom end of the long RAM arm is very close to being touched by the 
windshield when it is in the full down position.   I put the top of the end of the arm on a grinder 
and brought the excess down to even with the ball inside the clamp.  At that point, the 
windshield barely (and I mean “barely”) touches the mount.   However, just in case, I put a little 
square of electrical tape on the windshield at that point – and the mount doesn’t even make a 
dent in the tape.)  But something to be aware of and plan for. 
 
This puts the XT slightly farther away then on the handlebar, but still comfortably within reach 
(actually a little closer than the Honda display – which is not a touch display anyway).  And can 
now be accessed with either hand.   
 
So, if you’re like me and use a GPS a lot – and find the Honda Nav system seriously lacking – 
here’s a way for you to mount a GPS (really any GPS) to the front of the bike where it’s closer to 
your line of sight and easy to get to. 
 
Don’t hesitate to holler if you have any questions. 
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